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Let me share my phone with you!
@fig-young presenting #teamwork
@FIG_NEWS #neverstoplearning
#womanintech #girlboss
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Events

FIG Young Surveyors
@fig_young

We ran and walked to do #good and give back to @FIG_NEWS and @hotsm
#SurveyorByDaySuperheroByNight
#FIGWW2017 #charityrun

10:51 a.m. · 2 jun. 2017
The delicate balance of mentoring someone is not creating them in your own image, but giving them the opportunity to create themselves.

The delicate #balance of #mentoring... #neverstoplearning @FIG_NEWS #FIGWW2017 #BeMyBuddy
Trying out some #AugmentedReality from @TrimbleNews at #FIGWW2017 @its4land1
Kickoff of STDM awareness training with FIG YSN @GLTNnews @gltnstdm FIG2017
We have some exciting news! The YSN has announced a Volunteer Community Surveyor Program! @gltnstdm @GLTNnews @UNHABITAT @FIG_NEWS
Launch of the Community Surveyor Program by @fig_young @GLTNnews @glnstdm
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Thank You